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ABSTRACT 
This thesis presents a method of adapting IIR filters implemented as lattice 
structures using a Genetic Algorithm (GA), called ZGA. This method addresses some of 
the difficulties encountered with existing methods of adaptation, providing guaranteed 
filter stability and the ability to search multi-modal error surfaces. 
ZGA mainly focuses on convergence improvement in respects of crossover and 
mutation operators. Four kinds of crossover methods are used to scan as much as possible 
the potential solution area, only the best of them will be taken as ZGA crossover 
offspring. And ZGA mutation takes the best of three mutation results as final mutation 
offspring. 
Simulation results are presented, demonstrating the suitability of ZGA to the 
problem of IIR system identification and comparing with the results of Standard GA, 
Genitor and NGA. 
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1. Digital Signal Processing 
Anything that contains information can be considered as a signal. Therefore, 
signals arise in almost every field of science and engineering. Two general classes of 
signals can be identified, namely, continuous-time and discrete-time signals. A discrete-
time signal is one that is defined at discrete instants of time. Digital Signal Processing 
(DSP) is used to transform and analyze data and signals that are either inherently discrete 
or have been sampled from analogue sources. With the availability of cheap but powerful 
general-purpose computers and custom-designed DSP chips, digital signal processing has 
come to have a great impact on many different disciplines from electronic and 
mechanical engineering to economics and meteorology. Therefore, DSP has already 
moved from being primarily a specialist research topic to a one with practical 
applications in many disciplines. In the field of biomedical engineering, for example, 
digital filters are used to remove unwanted "noise" from electrocardiograms (EKG) while 
in the area of consumer electronics DSP techniques have revolutionized the recording and 
playback of audio material with the introduction of compact disk and digital audio tape 
technology. 
Almost any DSP algorithm or processor can reasonably be described as a filter. 
Filtering is a process by which the frequency spectrum of a signal can be modified, 
1 
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reshaped, or manipulated according to some desired specifications. Linear (adaptive) 
digital filters can be broadly classified into two groups: recursive filters — (adaptive) 
Infinite Impulse-Response (IIR) filters and non-recursive filters — (adaptive) Finite 
Impulse-Response (FIR) filters. The response of non-recursive (FIR) filters is dependent 
only upon present and previous values of the input signal. However, the response of 
recursive (IIR) filters depends not only upon the input data but also upon one or more 
previous output values. 
The direct form of a recursive IIR filter is shown in Figure 1-1. The expression for 
the output is: 
P Q 
y(n) + Yjary(n-i) = J]bj-x(n-j) 1-1 
1=7 j=0 
where x(n) is the discrete input signal, y(n) is the output signal, b. are the coefficients 
for the Finite Impulse Response (FIR) part, a{ are the coefficients for the recursive IIR 
part, Q is the number of FIR coefficients and P(> Q) is both the number of recursive IIR 
coefficients and the filter order as well. If we set the feedback coefficients (the a's ) equal 




— • y(n) 
Zai2 
i=l 
Forward part Feedback part 
Figure 1-1: IIR Filter Structure in Direct Form 
[6] Page 2 





By finding the roots of the numerator and denominator polynomials, the transfer 







where J3. and at are the zeros and the poles respectively. 
If the statistical characteristic of the input data varies with respect to time or the 
required knowledge about input data is not satisfactory, adaptive filters are needed. The 
desirable features of adaptive filters are the ability to operate effectively in an a priori 
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unknown environment and also track time variations in input statistics. Adaptive filters 
have the property of self-optimization. They consist, primarily, of a time-varying filter, 
characterized by a set of adjustable coefficients and a recursive algorithm which updates 
these coefficients as more information concerning the statistics of the relevant signals is 
learned. 
Most current applications of adaptive signal processing (the modeling of unknown 
systems, echo cancellation and the digital representation of speech etc) require a more 
general IIR filtering structure as in the exact restoration of a received signal corrupted by 
multi-path distortion. Since non-recursive filters do not have feedback, the output is a 
linear function of the coefficients and this greatly simplifies the derivation of gradient-
based adaptive algorithms. 
Therefore, active research has attempted to extend the adaptive FIR filter into the 
more general adaptive IIR configuration that offers potential performance improvements 
and less computational cost than equivalent FIR filters. Design of a digital filter is the 
process of synthesizing and implementing a filter network so that a set of prescribed 
excitations results in a set of desired responses [1] [2]. However, there are some problems 
with the design of IIR filters [3] [4] [5]. The fundamental problem is that they might have 
a multimodal error surface. A further problem is the possibility of the filter becoming 
unstable during the adaptation process. This second problem can be easily handled by 
limiting the parameter space. In order to avoid the first problem, a design method which 
can achieve the global minima in a multimodal error surface is required. 
4 
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However, the conventional methods based on gradient search can easily be stuck 
at local minima of error surface. Therefore, some researchers have attempted to develop 
the design methods based on modern global optimization algorithms such as the hybrid 
algorithm of Least-mean-square (LMS) and mutation [6], Genitor [7] (a variant of 
Genetic Algorithms), Adaptive Simulated Annealing (ASA) algorithm [8][9][10], and 
Taboo Search (TS) [11] algorithm. Among these algorithms, GA is the one which has 
been applied more times and has better performance than others on the IIR filter design. 
2. Genetic Algorithms (GA) in the Thesis 
The work of the thesis focus on Genetic Algorithms (GA), one kind of learning 
algorithms, and its applications on designing digital filters. GA is a population-based, 
robust optimization method, especially used to tackle high-dimensional, multi-modal 
search space problems. So the GA is a global optimization technique, that is, it is able to 
find the global optimum solution without being trapped in local minima. As a result, it 
has been successfully employed in a variety of multimodal optimization problems. In 
adaptive signal processing, the parameter estimation of linear and nonlinear adaptive 
filters, the weight training of the feed-forward neural networks, etc. 
A simple GA has three main operators: a selection operator simulating natural 
selection phenomena, and crossover, mutation operators from genetic science. GA can 
efficiently search large solution spaces due to its parallel structure and the probabilistic 
5 
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transition rules employed in the operators. However, a standard GA has two drawbacks: 
lack of good local search ability and premature convergence. This can be seen from the 
simulation results in Chapter IV. 
In Chapter II, the performance comparison of the design methods based on the 
above mentioned 4 different kinds of learning algorithms is presented for digital IIR 
filters. Genitor [7] was shown to be better than the other three: 
> LMS is very suitable for adaptive FIR filtering. Combining LMS with 
mutation [6], this method has faster convergence, better global search 
capability than LMS 
> Genitor [7] has different ways to do crossover and mutation from Standard 
GA (SGA), which improve the GA learning ability, and always has better 
performance than SGA. 
> Although ASA [8] improves quite a lot of the annealing speed, the efficiency 
of the ASA appears to be on the same order as GA. 
> TS [11] neighbour hood depends on how many binary bits represent a IIR 
coefficient, so the neighbour hood may be smaller than ASA algorithm, and 
TS depends very much on the choices of initial values of filter coefficients. 
So TS comparing with ASA does not improve much. 
In the same chapter, another variant of GA, so called "improved GA" [12], used 
for a neural network, was studied too, and seemed have worked very well with neural 
networks. Let's call it NGA. NGA had, in most situations, better convergence than 
6 
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Genitor. While, in a few cases, let's say 1/30 possibility, Genitor converged faster than 
NGA. That is, NGA still needs to be improved. 
Generally, GA is still the better way to find global optimization; even there is still 
some space to improve further. Simulations of all these five approaches were done for 
designing IIR filters. After comparison of each variant of GA operators, ZGA was 
deduced. 
Chapter III detail ZGA approach (each operators), including comparison with 
other operators. In Chapter IV, analysis is presented corresponding to different simulation 
results. Thesis closes with a conclusion, described in Chapter V, that ZGA had fast 
converging speed than others in both situations of same order identification and of 
reduced order identification. 
7 
CHAPTER II 
2 REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
A genetic algorithm is a tool for optimization in complex multidimensional spaces 
or say, a stochastic global search method, which mimics the metaphor of natural 
biological evolution. The inspiration for a genetic algorithm originates in Darwin's ideas 
of evolution and survival of the fittest. The algorithm simulates the evolutionary process 
where the goal is to evolve solutions by means of selection, crossover and mutation [13] 
[14]. 
A GA operates on a population of potential solutions applying the principle of 
survival of the fittest to produce better and better approximations to a solution. At each 
generation, a new set of approximations is created by the process of selecting individuals 
according to their level of fitness in the problem domain and breeding them together 
using operators borrowed from natural genetics. This process leads to the evolution of 
populations of individuals that are better suited to their environment than the individuals 
that they were created from, just as in natural adaptation. 
Therefore, the realization of GA is based on the mechanics of natural selection. It 
encodes a potential solution to a specific problem on a simple chromosome-like data (for 




Comparing with traditional methods, it can be seen that GA differs substantially 
from many traditional search and optimization methods. The four most significant 
differences are listed as the following: 
> GA searched a population of points in parallel, not a single point. In this way, 
GA avoids trapping in local minima. 
> GA does not require derivative information or other auxiliary knowledge; 
only the objective function and corresponding fitness levels influence the 
directions of search. This simplifies the calculation. 
> GA uses probabilistic transition rules, not deterministic ones. 
> GA works on an encoding of the parameter set rather than the parameter set 
itself (except in where real-valued individuals are used). 
1. GA General Description 
The GA maintains a constant size population of candidate solutions. Each solution 
is represented by a fixed length (usually binary) string called a chromosome or genotype, 
which not only encodes its value (phenotype) but provides "genetic material" for the 
mutation and recombination operators. The individual components of the string are 
known as genes and each may take one of a small range of values, or alleles. For the case 
of a binary genetic representation, only two alleles are possible, 0 and 1. During each 
iteration (generation) of the GA, the current population of solutions is evaluated and 
"selected" to form the basis of the next population. The selection procedure operates to 
9 
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ensure that above-average solutions tend to be propagated to future generations whilst 
weaker solutions are replaced. 
In general, there are three genetic operators (processes): selection, reproduction 
(crossover), and mutation, which make the transition from one population generation to 
the next. The basic GA cycle is shown as Figure 2-1: 
Figure 2-1: Block Diagram of Basic GA Cycle 
[6] Page 4 
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Figure 2-2 presents the standard GA in pseudo-code format. 
Begin GA 
Generation=0; % Generation counter 
Initialize population P (Generation) 
Evaluate population P (Generation) 
% compute fitness values 
While Generation < MAX-generation 
Generation=Generation + 1 
Select parents from P (Generation-1) 
Reproduce/Crossover parents to get offspring 
Mutate offspring 
Reproduce a new P (Generation) 
Evaluate P (Generation) 
End while 
EndGA 
Figure 2-2: Pseudo-code of the Standard GA 
First, since the GA operates on a number of potential solutions, a population of 
random chromosomes is created, consisting of some encoding of the parameter set 
simultaneously. Typically, a population is composed of between 20 and 200 individuals. 
While this depends on how complicated the subject is. Generally, the more non-linear the 
subject characteristic is, the larger the chromosome population (Nind ) should be. These 
chromosomes can be represented by binary, decimal or alphabetical data. In the 
11 
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"classical" GA, the individuals of the population are represented by fixed-length binary 
strings. The population size and individual string length are problem dependent. The 
population individual's diversity plays a very important role in genetic search. The more 
diversity among the population, the better search performance it has. 
Second, one evaluates these structures and allocates reproductive opportunities in 
such a way that those chromosomes which represent a better solution to the target 
problem are given more chances to "reproduce" than those chromosomes which represent 
poorer solutions. The "goodness" or "fitness" of a solution (chromosome, for IIR filter, 
they will be the sets of filter coefficients) is typically evaluated by a defined fitness 
function which is used to provide a measure of how individuals have performed in the 
problem domain. The fitness function should avoid being extremely rugged which will 
lead to slow or poor convergence of the GA [15].So MSE (mean-squared error) is 
normally used to calculate the fitness value. 
Third, some of the chromosomes are selected for performing genetic operations. 
Selection is an operator which uses the fitness value to select the fittest string. The 
selected individuals will be reproduced and mutated, surviving to the next generation. 
The non-selected individuals will die out and will not be included in the next generation. 
So under selection alone, individuals can only do one of three things: they may be born, 
they may live, or they may die. The chromosomes with larger fitness values in the current 
population have a greater chance of being selected. Consequently, the best chromosomes 
will get more offspring, the average will stay and the worst will die off. In the selection 
12 
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process, only two chromosomes will be selected to undergo the genetic operators. Among 
the selected parents, pairs are randomly chosen for reproduction. 
Genetic algorithms are able to concentrate their efforts on globally better areas of 
the search space as a result of their ability to combine partial solutions, largely through 
the auspices of the "crossover" operator. Crossover mimics the recombination of DNA, 
which occurs, when biological chromosomes line up and swap portions of their genetic 
information. Randomly picking up a pair of strings among the selected individuals and 
crossing them into one another if a uniform distributed random number is less than the 
crossover probability pc for exchanging genetic information to produce a new pair of 
strings. This procedure repeats a certain number of times until the full population are 
filled. Crossover can be done of single-point (shown as Figure 2-3), double-point, and n-
point and uniform crossover. At the crossover point, information between the two parents 
is being exchanged and swapped to create two new offspring, shown as Figure 2-3: 
Splice point Splice point 
Parent 1 
Parent 2 




Figure 2-3: Single-point Crossover 
Then offspring replace parents. One of them will have obtained an improved 
fitness value which is the purpose of reproduction. 
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Mutation operator is used to randomly alter the values of the new offspring by 
adding some small perturbations onto the newly generated parameters to ensure that all 
points in the search space can be reached. Mutation occurs randomly and very rarely both 
in natural and artificial genetic systems. The probability of mutation is used to decide if 
mutation should take place or not. When it does so, mutation may cause chromosomes to 
take on new values which have never occurred in the population before. When the 
mutation does happen to an individual, represented by binary data, one bit of the 
chromosome is chosen and set to its complementary value. This provides greater ability 
to ensure that every part of the search space is visited. 
The evolution, selection, reproduction and mutation construct one generation 
cycle of the standard genetic algorithm. In each generation, the GA will also search for 
the minimum estimation error emin over the entire population of chromosomes 
em««=min(ej) 2-1 
where e, is the error of they'th individual in the chromosome population. And GA will 
attempt to drive emin to zero or to the desired minimum fitness over the succeeding 
generations. The above operations are repeated until good results are obtained. 
2. GA for Designing Digital Filter 
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Comparing with adaptive FIR, adaptive IIR filters offer a number of potential 
performance improvements over FIR filter counterparts in many applications, due to the 
superior system modeling abilities afforded by the poles of an IIR filter transfer function. 
FIR filters have convenient mathematical properties (an FIR filter has only zeros), but 
they are not suitable for pole-zero models, because an FIR filter requires a high filter 
order to model the poles within an acceptable error level. An adaptive IIR filter gives a 
more general structure as it contains both poles and zeros in the transfer function. 
To achieve a specified level of performance, an IIR filter generally requires 
considerably fewer coefficients than the corresponding FIR filter. 
In view of the potential savings in computational complexity, IIR filters are more 
desirable than FIR filters in many applications. 
However, IIR filters have two drawbacks: 
> Multi-modal: The error surface of IIR filters is usually non-quadratic and 
multimodal with respect to the filter coefficients. Learning algorithms for IIR 
filters can easily be stuck at local minima and can not converge to the global 
optimum. To avoid this; a design method which can achieve the global 
minima in a multi-modal error surface is required. Therefore, GA is 
introduced for multimodal optimization in adaptive IIR filtering. 
> Instability, because of the two reasons below: 
• If the poles move outside the unit circle during the adaptation process. 
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• When the poles are quite close to the unit circle in which case adaptation 
noise can result in violation of the stability condition. 
A simple realization to assure stable behaviour is to convert the structure of the 
IIR filters into lattice form, which requires only that each reflection (or feedback) 
coefficient has a magnitude less than 1 (when | •£,•(«)! < 1,1 < z < P ) [16]. 
The Lattice structure of IIR filter shown as Figure 2-4, where Kt and Ci are 
coefficients to be adjusted. A filter coefficient vector w is denoted as 2-2, where P is 
the filter order. In the later presented GA, a chromosome means a w vector including 
filter coefficients. 
w = [Kl,K2,...Kp,C0,C1,...Cp] 2-2 
x(n) = fP(n) fp.i(n) 






Figure 2-4: IIR Filter in Lattice Form 
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3. Comparison of 5 Methods Dealing with IIR System Identification 
Application of the IIR filter in system identification has been widely studied since 
many problems encountered in the areas of adaptive control and signal processing can be 
characterized as a system identification problem (shown as Figure 2-5). Therefore, in the 
simulation study, IIR filters are designed for the system identification purpose. In this 
task, an adaptive filter is used to model the unknown dynamics of a system (known as the 
plant). The model is an IIR filter system model seeking to benefit from the computational 
economy that they offer. 
The block diagram of using an adaptive IIR filter for system identification is 
shown as Figure 2-5, where x(n) is the discrete input signal, d(n) and y(n) are the 
filter's desired and actual responses, respectively, and e{n) is the filter's error signal, 
calculated by equation of 2-3: 




















Figure 2-5: Block Diagram of IIR System Identification 
[17] Page 4 
3.1 .Combining Least-mean-square (LMS) Algorithm with GA Mutation [6] 
One of the common learning algorithms for adaptive filtering is the gradient-
based algorithm, (the gradient-descent algorithm can only do well in local optimization), 
for instance the Least-mean-square (LMS) algorithm. It is very suitable for adaptive FIR 
filtering, if the error surface is uni-modal and quadratic. LMS is generally the best choice 
for many applications of adaptive signal processing, because of its simplicity, ease of 
computation, and since it does not require off-line gradient estimations of data. The LMS 
algorithm adapts the weight w (which is consist of filter coefficients, see 2-2) vector 
along the negative gradient of the mean-square-error (MSE) performance surface until 
the minimum of the MSE is reached. In addition, the convergence behaviour of the LMS 




It is also possible to extend the LMS algorithm to adaptive IIR filters. The basic 
idea of this method is that the filter coefficients are evolved in a random manner once the 
filter is found to be stuck at a local minimum or to have a slow convergence rate. Only 
the fittest coefficient set survives and is adapted according to the gradient-descent 
algorithm until the next evolution. As the random perturbation will be subject to the 
stability constraint, the filter can always minimum in a stable manner and achieve a 
smaller error performance with a fast converging rate. 
A learning algorithm for adaptive IIR filtering [6], GA (mutation) is embedded 
into the LMS so as to provide a structured random search during the gradient adaptation 
period. Because the mutation randomly generates a number of offspring, perturbing the 
values of the current filter coefficients to generate a number of new filter coefficients sets. 
Starting form the new state, the survivor will be adapted by LMS again until it converges 
to the global solution. 
In this method, LMS does the major calculation. The advantage of GA is not 
taken fully. Comparing with LMS, this method has some advantages: faster convergence, 
global search capability, relatively less sensitivity to the choice of parameters and simple 
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Figure 2-6: LMS and LMS+GA: The 2nd Order Filter MSE (dB) Versus Generations 
Comparison conclusion is: 
> LMS+GA still depends much on the choices of step size and the initial values 
of filter coefficients. 
> The random perturbation ability of LMS+GA depends on the choices of the 
mutation probability. 
So LMS+GA (Mutation) does not improve much of the performance. It may be used for 




Genitor provides improved performance relative to the standard GA and has a few 
different features: 
> Reproduction produces one offspring at a time. Two parents are selected for 
reproduction and produce two offspring. One of them will have obtained an 
improved fitness value. The better offspring will be immediately placed back 
in the current population. While in SGA, the two offspring will undergo 
mutation, and then will be placed back to the population. 
> The second major difference is in how that offspring is placed back in the 
current population. The offspring do not replace their parents (in SGA the 
offspring will replace their parents), but rather the least fit member of the 
population. In Genitor, the worst individual in the population is replaced. 
> The third difference between Genitor and SGA is that in Genitor parents are 
selected according to fitness rank rather than by fitness proportionate 
selection. Ranking selection helps to maintain a more constant selective 
pressure over the course of the search [18]. 
So, comparing with SGA, Genitor always improves the learning performance. 
Simulation result of comparing with SGA is shown as Figure 4-1. It shows that Genitor 
has advantage in the case where poles are close to the unit circle and for high-order filter 
problems, for example, the 7th order filters. 
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3.3.Adaptive Simulated Annealing Algorithm (ASA) [8] 
To understand what the Adaptive Simulated Annealing Algorithm (ASA) is, the 
Simulated Annealing Algorithm (S A) should be introduced first. 
3.3.1. Simulated Annealing Algorithm (SA) 
SA is based on the observations of the physical annealing process. When the 
metal is cooled from a high temperature, if the cooling is sufficiently slow, the atoms line 
themselves up and form a crystal, which is the state of minimum energy in the system. 
The slow convergence of many SA algorithms is rooted at this slow annealing process. 
To escape the problem of getting stuck in the local minima, occasionally w with MSE 
more than the MSE of the current w is also accepted, but with a probability similar to the 
probability in the dynamics of the annealing process. As the temperature decreases, this 
probability of accepting a bad solution is decreased and in the final stages it becomes 
similar to gradient based search. This idea is blend between a completely random search 
and a gradient based search with some heuristics based on the annealing process. So it is 
very time consuming due to the stochastic search. 
SA and GA both employ probabilistic transition rules to find the global minima in 
a multi-modal error surface. GA is a population based algorithm and evolves a population 
of solutions to the problem as SA attempts to improve a single solution using a neighbour 
hood search mechanism. 
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> Although SA algorithm is quite easy to be programmed and good at local 
convergence, depending on the initial solution it might often require too 
many cost function evaluations to converge to the global minima. 
> However, GA usually discovers the promising regions of search space very 
quickly, however it often needs too many computations to reach a local 
minima since the probabilistic transition rules are employed and a 
neighbourhood search mechanism is not used. 
3.3.2. Adaptive Simulated Annealing Algorithm (ASA) [8~| 
ASA is known as the very fast simulated re-annealing. The efficiency of the ASA 
appears to be on the same order as GA. Comparison conclusion of ASA and SA is: 
> Similarity of ASA and SA both contain two loops. The inner loop ensures 
that the parameter space is searched sufficiently at a given temperature, 
which is necessary to guarantee that the algorithm finds a global optimum. 
> The differences with standard SAs are that the ASA uses a much faster 
annealing schedule and employs a re-annealing scheme to adapt itself, shown 
as Figure 2-7. The ASA is easy to program, and the user only needs to assign 
a control parameter c and set two values Nacce (the number of acceptance 
points) and Ngene (the number of generated points). The ASA proposed is 
known as the very fast simulated re-annealing. The efficiency of the ASA 
appears to be on the same order as GA. 
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Figure 2-7: ASA Flowchart 
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3.4.Taboo Search (TS) Algorithm ri l l 
TS is a heuristic optimization algorithm which has been originally developed for 
combinatorial optimization problems. It simulates the general rules of intelligent problem 
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solving and has the ability of discovering the global minima in a multi-modal search 
space. 
Although TS algorithm uses neighbour hood search principle as S A algorithm and 
employs the deterministic transition rules rather than probabilistic ones, it also has the 
ability of discovering global minima in a multi-modal search space. TS uses flexible 
memory storing information about the past steps of search to avoid the evaluation of the 
same solutions several times. This feature improves the converging speed of search to 
global minima. Therefore, TS seems to be as a promising algorithm for designing 
adaptive IIR filters. 
A step of the TS starts with a present solution \now, xnow e l l i s the solution 
domain, has an associated set of feasible solutions Q* which can be obtained by applying 
a simple modification to \"ow. This modification is called a move. In order to be able to 
get rid of a local minima, a move to the neighbour x*, x* e Q*, is created even if x* is 
worse than x"ow. This would cause the cycling of the search. In order to avoid the cycling 
problem, a taboo list is introduced. 
The taboo list stores all the taboo moves that cannot be applied to the present 
solution x"ow. The moves stored in the taboo list are those carried out most frequently and 
recently. The use of taboo list decreases the possibility of cycling because it prevents 
returning in a certain number of iterations to a solution visited recently. 
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After a subset of feasible solutions Q* is produced according to the taboo list and 
evaluated for MSE the next solution is selected from it. The lowest evaluation solution is 
selected as the next solution xnexl. 
The flowchart of the basic TS is shown as Figure 2-8: 
Initial solution 
v 









Figure 2-8: TS Flowchart 
[11]Page 3 
Comparing with ASA, TS does not improve much, shown as Figure 2-9, because 
of the following two points: 
> TS' s neighbour hood depends on how many binary bits represent IIR 
coefficients, so the neighbour hood may be smaller than ASA algorithm. 
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Figure 2-9: ASA and TS: The 2nd Order Filter MSE (dB) Versus Generations 
4. NGA for Designing Neural Networks [121 
NGA was introduced for a neural network. To understand better, a 1-5-1 back-
propagation neural network is firstly introduced, then following is the method itself. 
4.1.1-5-1 Back Propagation Neural Network (1-5-1 BP NN) 
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A neural network is a massively parallel distributed processor made up of simple 
processing units, which has a natural propensity for storing experiential knowledge and 
making it available for use. It resembles the brain in two respects: 
> Knowledge is acquired by the network from its environment through a 
learning process. 
> Interneuron connection strengths, known as synaptic weights, are used to 
store the acquired knowledge. 
A learning algorithm, performing the learning process, is to modify the synaptic weights 
of the network in an orderly fashion to attain a desired design objective 
A 3 layer, 1-5-1 BP neural network structure, is shown as Figure 2-10: and its 
parameters are listed as Table 2-1: 
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Figure 2-10:3 Layer Neural Network Structure 
When the p th sample acts on the net work, on the hidden layer, for the i th 




where b is bias, if there is any. And the output Of is calculated with non-linear function, 






where b is bias, if there is any. And the output 0£ is calculated with linear function, 
purelin. The error is: 
err = Z(i;|04(O-2;(O|/JV)
 [11] 2 '6 
where N denotes the number of input-output data pairs. When the error is big, use GA to 
adjust weights ( VIA. and wki), until the error value is acceptable. 
Obj = 1/(1 + err) [11] 2-7 
2-7 is used to calculate fitness value. 
4.2.NGA 
Owing to the neural network's particular structure, it is very good in learning 
using some learning algorithms such as GA [25]. Here used is NGA. 
4.2.1. NGA Procedures 
> Initiation Population: An initial population (set P) has Nind chromosomes, 
which contains information of weights \wtJ, wki] as a row vector in matrix. If 
there is totally Chrom _length weights, then the P is a matrix of 
Nind x Chrom _ length 
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> Evaluation: The chromosomes are evaluated by a defined fitness function: 2-7 
> Selection: same as SGA 
> NGA crossover: When a random number is less then crossover probability pc, 
exchange information from two parents, chromosomes pi andp2, obtained in 
the selection process. The two parents will produce one offspring, os, which 
has the highest fitness value Obj out of the four folio wings: os],,os^,os^and 
os: 
o s ^ ( p l + p 2 ) / 2 (1) 
osf =pmax(l-w) + max(pl,p2)-w (2) 
2-8 
osc = pmin(l - w) + mm(pl,p2) • w (3) 








w is randomly selected w e [0,1] by users 
Note: Chrom_length— denotes the Chromosome length 
Paralin — Minimum value of column m in P matrix 
ParcCax — Maximum value of column m in P matrix 
m -1,2,..., Chrom _ length 
This os will undergo the mutation operation 
> NGA Mutation: It is to change the genes of the chromosomes. So the features 
of the chromosomes inherited from their parents can be changed. Three new 




l,os2,...,osChromJength] + [0,0,-,bm •Anosm,...,0] 2-10 
Note: only one bm = 1 others are 0, m is a randomly generated number 
nos2 =[os\os\...,os
ChromJength] + [...,bm •Anosm,...,bm -Anas"1,...] 2-11 
Note: some bj randomly chosen is set to be one and others are zero 
nos3 = [os
l, os2 ,...,oschromJen8th ] + [AHOS1 ,AHOS2, ...,AnoS
chromJe"8'h ] 2-12 
Note: all bm = 1 
where m -1,2,..., Chrom _ length ; 
bm=\ orO; 
ATIOS"1 is randomly generated numbers such that 
parammin < os
m +Anosn < parammax 2-13 
A real number will be generated randomly and compared with a user-defined 
number pa e [0,1]. If the real number is smaller than pa, the one with the largest 
fitness value among the three new offspring will replace the chromosome with the 
least fitness value fs in the population. If the real number is larger than pa, the 
first offspring noSj will replace the chromosome with the smallest fitness value 
fs in the population if 
/ (nos 1 )> / J 2-14 
The second and the third offspring will do the same. pa is effectively the 
probability of accepting a bad offspring in order to reduce the chance of 
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converging to a local optimum. Hence, the possibility of reaching the global 
optimum is kept. 
> After the operation of selection, crossover, and mutation, a new population is 
generated. This new population will repeat the same process. Such an iterative 
process can be terminated when the result reaches a defined condition, e.g., the 
change of the fitness values between the current and the previous iteration is 
less than 0.001, or a defined number of iteration has been reached. 
NGA Characteristics 
NGA improves the Crossover and Mutation operators: 
> NGA crossover: If the crossover operation can provide a good offspring, a 
higher fitness value can be reached in less iteration. As seen from 2-8 (l)-(4), 
the potential offspring spreads over the domain. While (1) and (4) result in 
searching around the center region of the domain (a value of w near to 1 in (4) 
can move os* to be near (pi + p2)/2 ), (2) and (3) move the potential 
offspring to be near the domain boundary (a small value of w in (2) and (3) 
can move os^ and os^ to be near pmax and pmin, respectively). So it is good 
at searching in center and boundary regions. 
> NGA mutation: 
• The first mutation (offspring noSj) is in fact the uniform mutation 
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• The second mutation (offspring nos2) allows some randomly selected genes 
to change simultaneously. 
• The third mutation (offspring nos3) changes all genes simultaneously. 
• The second and the third mutations allow multiple genes to be changed. 
Hence, the searching domain is larger than that formed by changing a single 
gene. The genes will have a larger space for improving when the fitness 
values are small. 
• On the contrary, when the fitness values are nearly the same, changing the 
value of a single gene (the first mutation) will give a higher probability of 
improving the fitness value as the searching domain is smaller and some 
genes may have reached their optimal values. 
This NGA has better performance than Standard GA, and converging speed is 
faster, so the crossover probability should not be selected as high as Standard GA, 
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Figure 2-11: NGA: 1-5-1 BP Neural Network Structure: MSE (dB) Verse Generations 
and Output Result 
5. Conclusion 
The GA approach to the adaptive IIR filtering problem is very promising. Among 
these algorithms, GA is the one which has been applied more times than others on the IIR 




The performance of Genitor is much better than SGA. Although NGA was first 
used in a neural network, it can be used to the adaptive IIR filter too. What is more, NGA 
may further improve the Genitor performance for designing IIR filters. 
In the following chapters, ZGA is introduced, which deduced on the basis of 
Genitor and NGA. 
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CHAPTER III 
3 DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
Enlightened by the literature review in Chapter II, here a GA, called ZGA, is 
presented, whose improvement is mainly in the respects of crossover and mutation. 
1. Create Real-valued Population 
The most commonly used representation of chromosomes in the GA is that of the 
single-level binary string. While, there is an increasing interest in alternative encoding 
strategies, such as integer and real-valued representations. For some problem domains, it 
is argued that the binary representation is in fact deceptive in that it obscures the nature of 
the search [19]. 
The use of real-valued genes in GA is to offer a number of advantages in 
numerical function optimization over binary encodings. Efficiency of the GA is increased 
as there is no need to convert chromosomes to phenotypes before each function 
evaluation; less memory is required as efficient floating-point internal computer 
representations can be used directly; there is no loss in precision by transformation to 
binary or other values; and there is greater freedom to use different genetic operators. 
Having decided on the representation, the first step in the SGA is to create an 
initial population. This is usually achieved by generating the required number of 
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individuals using a random number generator that uniformly distributes numbers in the 
desired range. 
For example, with a real-valued represented population, P of Nind individuals 
whose chromosomes have Nvar real-valued elements, Nind • Nvar random numbers 
uniformly distributed within the range described by vector FieldDR would be produced. 
An individual here is the filter coefficient vector w. 
2. ZGA Overview 
First ZGA ranks the fitness value of each individual, and then it uses stochastic 
universal sampling selection to choose parents, which will undergo crossover. After 
crossover, the offspring is returned to the current population. Let us call it intermediate 
population. According to the mutation probability, the intermediate population will be 
mutated. Now a complete new population is created. If the error is within the required 
range, the calculation will be stopped, otherwise the new population goes through the 
selection, crossover and mutation until the maximum generation or other termination 
limit is reached. 




Generation=0; % Generation counter 
Initialize population P (Generation) 
Evaluate population P (Generation) % Compute fitness values 
While Generation < MAX-generation 
Generation=Generation + 1 
Rank the fitness values 
Select parents from P (Generation-1) 
ZGA crossover with probability 
Offspring 1 by center crossover 
Offspring 1 by linear crossover 
Offspring 2 by intermediate crossover 
Offspring 3 by linear crossover with mutation features 
Only the best offspring of the three will be returned 
ZGA mutate with probability 
Offspring 1 mutate only one random gene of an individual 
Offspring 2 mutate some random genes of an individual 
Offspring 3 mutate all genes of an individual 
Only the best offspring from the three will be returned. 
Evaluate P (Generation) 
End while 
End ZGA 
Figure 3-1: Pseudo-code of ZGA algorithm 
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In the following sections, ZGA operators will be presented. Firstly, ranking and 
stochastic universal sampling selection are introduced, comparing with roulette wheel 
selection. Secondly, after study 6 crossover performance in different cases (multi-point 
crossover, discrete crossover, linear crossover, intermediate crossover, linear crossover 
with mutation features and NGA crossover), ZGA crossover method is deduced. ZGA 
has four crossover offspring and only the best of them is selected to be returned to the 
current population, as intermediate population. Then the intermediate population will go 
for mutation. Finally, ZGA mutation is presented, better than both Genitor and NGA 
mutation, with three offspring, again, only the best will be assembled as a new generation 
population. 
3. Ranking; the Fitness Value 
ZGA selection is on the basis of rank-based fitness assignment. In rank-based 
fitness assignment, the population is sorted according to the objective values. The fitness 
assigned to each individual depends only on its position in the individuals rank and not 
on the actual objective value. The detailed is introduced in the following. 
The objective function is used to provide a measure of how individuals have 
performed in the problem domain. In the case of a minimization problem, the fittest 
individuals will have the lowest numerical value of the associated objective function. 
This raw measure of fitness is usually only used as an intermediate stage in determining 
the relative performance of individuals in a GA. 
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Another function, the fitness function, is normally used to transform the objective 
function value into a measure of relative fitness, thus: 
F(x) = g(f(x)) 3-1 
where / is the objective function, g transforms the value of the objective functions to a 
non-negative number and F is the resulting relative fitness. This mapping is always 
necessary when the objective function is to be minimized as the lower objective function 
values correspond to fitter individuals. 
A commonly used transformation is that of proportional fitness assignment. The 
individual fitness, F(xt), of each individual is computed as the individual's raw 
performance, f(x{), relative to the whole population, i.e., 
£/w 3"2 
1=0 
where Nind is the population size and x. is the phenotypic value of individual/. Whilst 
this fitness assignment ensures that each individual has a probability of reproducing 
according to its relative fitness, it fails to account for negative objective function values. 
A linear transformation which offsets the objective function [20] is often used 
prior to fitness assignment, such that, 
F(x) = a-f(x) + bb 3-3 
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where a is a positive scaling factor if the optimization is maximizing and negative if we 
are minimizing. The offset bb is used to ensure that the resulting fitness values are non-
negative. 
The linear scaling and offsetting outlined above is, however, susceptible to rapid 
convergence. The selection operator (see below) selects individuals for crossover on the 
basis of their relative fitness. Using linear scaling, the expected number of offspring is 
approximately proportional to that individual's performance. As there is no constraint on 
an individual's performance in a given generation, highly fit individuals in early 
generations can dominate the reproduction causing rapid convergence to possibly sub-
optimal solutions. Similarly, if there is little deviation in the population, then scaling 
provides only a small bias towards the fittest individuals 
By limiting the reproductive range, no individuals generate an excessive number 
of offspring, preventing premature convergence. Here, individuals are assigned a fitness 
value according to their rank in the population rather than their raw performance. One 
variable, MAX, is used to determine the bias, or selective pressure, towards the fittest 
individuals and the fitness of the others is determined by the following rules: 
MIN=2.0-MAX 3-4 




where MIN is the lower bound, INC is the difference between the fitness of adjacent 
individuals and LOW is the expected number of trials (number of times selected) of the 
least fit individual. MAX is typically chosen in the interval [1.1, 2.0]. Hence, for a 
population size of Nind = 40 and MAX = 1.1, we obtain MIN = 0.9 , INC = 0.05 
mdLOW = 0.025 . The fitness of individuals in the population may also be calculated 
directly as 
Pov - / 
F(Posi) = 2-MAX + 2-(MAX-I) '- 3-7 
Nind - 1 
where Post is the position in the ordered population of individual i. This is the so called 
linear ranking. ZGA uses ranking method of 3-7 . 
Rank-based fitness assignment overcomes the scaling problems of the 
proportional fitness assignment. (Stagnation in the case where the selective pressure is 
too small. Or stagnation in the case of premature convergence where selection has caused 
the search to narrow down too quickly.) The reproductive range is limited, so that no 
individuals generate an excessive number of offspring. Ranking introduces a uniform 
scaling across the population and provides a simple and effective way of controlling 
selective pressure. Rank-based fitness assignment behaves in a more robust manner than 
proportional fitness assignment and, thus, is the method of choice. 
4. Selection of Individuals from Population 
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ZGA uses Stochastic Universal Sampling selection instead of Roulette Wheel 
selection. Before introduction of these two methods, two concepts have to be introduced 
to measure the selection performance. They are Bias and Spread. 
Bias is defined as the absolute difference between an individual's actual and 
expected selection probability. Optimal zero bias is therefore achieved when an 
individual's selection probability equals its expected number of trials. 
Spread is the range in the possible number of trials that an individual may achieve. 
If nt(J) is the actual number of trials that individual i receives, then the "minimum 
spread" is the smallest spread that theoretically permits zero bias, i.e. 
nt(i) e ^_et(i)\,\et(i)~\} where et(i) is the expected number of trials of individual i, 
\_et(i)j is the floor of et(i) and |~e*0')~| is the ceil. Thus, while bias is an indication of 
accuracy, the spread of a selection method measures its consistency. 
4.1 .Roulette Wheel Selection (RWS) 
Many selection techniques employ a "roulette wheel" mechanism to 
probabilistically select individuals based on some measure of their performance. A real-
valued interval, Sum , is determined as either the sum of the individuals' expected 
selection probabilities or the sum of the raw fitness values over all the individuals in the 
current population. Individuals are then mapped one-to-one into contiguous intervals in 
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the range [0, Sum]. The size of each individual interval corresponds to the fitness value of 
the associated individual. For example, in Figure 3-2 the circumference of the roulette 
wheel is the sum of all six individual's fitness values. Individual 7 is the fittest individual 
and occupies the largest interval, whereas individuals 1 is the least fit and has 
correspondingly smaller interval within the roulette wheel. To select an individual, a 
random number is generated in the interval [0,Sum] and the individual whose segment 
spans the random number is selected. As the Figure 3-8 shows, number 7 is selected. This 
process is repeated until the desired number of individuals has been selected. 
Figure 3-2: Roulette Wheel Selection 
4.1.1. RWS Realization 
RWS probabilistically selects individuals for reproduction according to their 
fitness value, Fitn V, in the current population. The return value, NewChrlx , is the index 
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of the individuals selected for breeding, in the order that they were selected. The selected 
individuals can be recovered by evaluating Chrom(NewChrIx,-). 
A form of roulette wheel selection is implemented by obtaining a cumulative sum 
of the fitness vector, FitnV, and generating Nsel uniformly at random distributed 
numbers between 0 and Sum(FitnV). The index of the individuals selected is 
determined by comparing the generated numbers with the cumulative sum vector. The 
probability of an individual being selected is then given by: 
i=0 
where f{xt) is the fitness of individual xi, and F(xt) is the probability of that individual 
being selected. 
The roulette-wheel selection algorithm provides a zero bias but does not 
guarantee minimum spread. The drawbacks of roulette wheel are: 
> In the earlier generations, the individuals with high fitness values will quickly 
spread all over the population. 
> In the later generations, the individuals have similar fitness values, so that the 
evolution of the population is stagnated. 
Therefore, the approach of the roulette wheel will give each individual a chance of being 
selected. In this way, the individuals with high fitness values have no competition when 
selected, that is, it is impossible to implement the genetic algorithm's principle of "the 
superior win and the inferior suck". 
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ZGA does not use RWS. It uses Stochastic Universal Sampling. 
4.2.Stochastic Universal Sampling fSUS) T291 
SUS is a single-phase sampling algorithm with minimum spread and zero bias. 
Instead of the single selection pointer employed in roulette wheel methods, SUS uses 
Nsel equally spaced pointers, where Nsel is the number of selections required. The 
population is shuffled randomly and a single random number in the range [0, Sum I Nsel] 
is generated, ptr. The Nsel individuals are then chosen by generating the Nsel pointers 
spaced by 1, [ptr, ptr +1,..., ptr + Nsel - 1 ] , and selecting the individuals whose fitness 
span the positions of the pointers. An individual is thus guaranteed to be selected a 
minimum of L^O) J times and no more than [~et(i)"j, where et(i) is the expected number 
of trials of individual i, thus achieving minimum spread. In addition, as individuals are 
selected entirely on their position in the population, SUS has zero bias. 
Assume a minimization problem and a population of 11 individuals, whose 
objective values are shown as Table 3-1. In the case of a minimization problem, the fittest 
individuals will have the lowest numerical value of the associated objective function and 
Pos=Nind=ll. Set MAX = 2, according to equation of 3-7, fitness values are obtained. 
The calculation of selection probability, please see equation of 3-9. 
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For 6 individual to be selected, assume a Random number in the range of [0,0.167] 
is 0.1, then the SUS result is 1,2,3,4,6 and 8. See Table 3-1 and Figure 3-3. 
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Figure 3-3 :SUS Selection 
4.2.1. SUS Realization 
SUS probabilistically selects individuals for reproduction according to their 
fitness, FitnV, in the current population, using stochastic universal sampling. The return 
value, NewChrlx, is the index of the individuals selected for breeding, in the order that 




A form of stochastic universal sampling is implemented by obtaining a 
cumulative sum of the fitness vector, FitnV, and generating Nsel equally spaced 
numbers between 0 and Sum(FitnV). Thus, only one random number is generated, 
between 0 and Sum(Fitn V) I Nsel all the others used being equally spaced from that 
point. The index of the individuals selected is determined by comparing the generated 
numbers with the cumulative sum vector. The probability of an individual being selected 
is then given by: 
^ ' Nind -5 r\ 
where /(*,•) is the fitness of individual xi, and F(x{) is the probability of that individual 
being selected. 
5. ZGA Crossover 
GA is a population-based optimization method. So how to obtain the better 
approximate solution from the current population becomes critical. After study six 
crossover methods for different cases, ZGA crossover uses 4 approaches to scan the 
whole solution domain for the better solution, only the best of them will finally be 
crossover offspring, which highly improves the performance. 
5.1 .Crossover Mate Principle 
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First the chromosome is divided into two parts, one is consist of odd rows and the 
other is even rows. When a random number is less than crossover probability, crossover 
will happen to exchange information between a pair of parents. 
A pair of parents is selected based on the following mate principles: The pairs are 
mated in order, odd row with the next even row. If the number of rows in the matrix 
P'{Generation -1) is odd then the last row is not mated and added at the end of 
P'{Generation). The population should therefore be organized into contiguous pairs that 
require mating. 
5^.Multi-point Crossover 
The binary operators discussed in Chapter II have all, to some extent, used 
disruption in the representation to help improve exploration during crossover. For multi-
point crossover, cp crossover positions, k( = {1,2,...,Chrom_length-1}, where kt are 
the crossover points and Chrom _length is the length of the chromosome, are chosen at 
random with no duplicates and sorted into ascending order. Then, the bits between 
successive crossover points are exchanged between the two parents to produce two new 
offspring. The section between the first allele position and the first crossover point is not 
exchanged between individuals. This process is illustrated in Figure 3-4. 
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Figure 3-4: Multi-point Crossover (cp=5) 
The idea behind multi-point, and indeed many of the variations on the crossover 
operator, is that the parts of the chromosome representation that contribute to the most to 
the performance of a particular individual may not necessarily be contained in adjacent 
substrings [22]. Further, the disruptive nature of multi-point crossover appears to 
encourage the exploration of the search space, rather than favouring the convergence to 
highly fit individuals early in the search, thus making the search more robust [23]. 
Statistics shows that multi-point crossover has better result than single-point 
crossover for long individuals, if Chrom _ length is big, and can be used for real-valued 
populations. The resulting changes in the genetic material after crossover would extend to 
the actual values of the decision variables, for offspring may, of course, contain genes 
from either parent. 
5.3.Discrete Crossover [301 
Discrete crossover exchanges variable values between the individuals. For each 





with equal probability. Assume an individual has two genes: [Genel, Gene2] .Figure 3-5 
shows how discrete crossover can generate the corners of the hypercube defined by the 
parents. 
• Parents 
0 Potential offspring 
— Area of possible 
offsorins 
Genel 
Figure 3-5: Geometric Effect of Discrete Crossover 
Discrete crossover works like multi-point crossover, but the number of crossover 
points is randomly decided and not fixed. It can be one, or as many as Nvar . So it may 
do as single-point crossover or too many multi-point crossover points to perturb the 
convergence. 
5.4.Linear and Center Point Crossover [30] 
As introduced in Chapter II, NGA does improve the learning performance. While 




4 offspring. That is, the center point of parents is normally the better solution of the 
generation. This center point is calculated by os|. = (pi + p2)/2 , a linear function. 
Therefore a linear crossover is extended to be used for a crossover operator. 
Given a real-valued encoding of the chromosome structure, linear crossover 
combines parent values using the following rule: 
os=pl+a x (p2 - p i ) 3-10 
where a is a scaling factor chosen uniformly at random in an interval, for example 
[-0.25,1.25] .If a = 0.5, it will become center point crossover. A new a is produced for 
each pair of parents to be combined. Assume an individual has two genes: 
[Genel, Genel]. Figure 3-6 shows how linear crossover can generate any point on the 
line defined by the parents within the limits of the perturbation, a , for a crossover in 
two variables. 
• Parents 
0 Potential offspring 




Figure 3-6: Geometric Effect of Linear Crossover 
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Linear crossover can generate any point on a slightly longer line than that defined 
by the parents. Theoretically, linear crossover can also get the offspring reproduced by 
center point crossover. 
5.5.Intermediate Crossover [30] 
From Figure 3-6, there is still a large area of possible offspring may not be 
scanned. So the intermediate crossover can somehow compensate for the linear crossover. 
Intermediate crossover is a method of producing new phenotypes around and 
between the values of the parents. Offspring are produced according to the rule: 
os=pl+ax(p2-pl) 3-11 
where a is a scaling factor chosen uniformly at random over some interval, typically 
[-0.25,1.25] and pi and p2 are the parent chromosomes. See Figure 3-7 for a picture of 
the area of the gene range of the offspring defined by the genes of the parents. 
Figure 3-7: Area for Genes of Offspring Compared to Parents in Intermediate Crossover 
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Each variable in the offspring is the result of combining the variables in the 
parents according to the above expression with a new a chosen for each pair of parent 
genes. In geometric terms, intermediate crossover is capable of producing new variables 
within a slightly larger hypercube than that defined by the parents but constrained by the 
range of a as shown in Figure 3-8. 
# Parents 
0 Potential offspring 
- Area of possible 
offsorine 
Genel 
Figure 3-8: Geometric Effect of Intermediate Crossover 
Intermediate crossover can generate any point within a hypercube slightly larger 
than that defined by the parents. Intermediate crossover is similar to linear crossover. 
Whereas intermediate crossover uses a new a factor for each pair of values combined 
together, linear crossover uses one a factor for each pair of parents. 
Theoretically, intermediate crossover can also get the offspring reproduced by 




than both Multi-point and discrete crossover. Therefore ZGA uses intermediate crossover, 
instead of multi-point and discrete crossover. 
5.6.Linear Crossover with Mutation Features [30] 
Like mutation can bring new blood to population, the method of linear crossover 
with mutation features brings same significant offspring. It performs between pairs of 
individuals in the current population, and returns a new population after mating. 
Therefore, the calling syntax of this crossover function is identical to this of the 
mutation function. The offspring of a pair of two parents are computed as follows: 
osl=t>l+RecMx x range x delta x Diff 3-12 
os2=p2+i?ecMxx range x delta x {-Diff) 3-13 
where RecMx- -1 with random value <0.9; +1 with random value >0.9 
range - 0.5 x domain of variable 
m-\ m-1 
delta = y£jai- T
l = ^a{2~





The crossover operator generates offspring in a direction defined by the parents 
(linear crossover). It tests more often outside the area defined by the parents and in the 
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direction of parentl. The point for the offspring is defined by features of the mutation 
operator. The probability of small step sizes is greater than that of bigger steps. 
6. ZGA Mutation 
As introduced in Chapter II, the mutation method of NGA does have certain 
advantages and disadvantages. Then combining part of it with real-valued mutation 
approach may bring outstanding improvement. 
The operator takes the real-valued population, mutates each variable with given 
probability and returns the population after mutation. The mutation of a variable is 
computed as follows: 
mutated variable = variable+MutMx x range x delta 3-14 
where MutMx = + or - with equal probability (+ with random value >0.5; - with <0.5) 
range = 0.5 x domain of variable 
m-\ 
delta - ^ <Xj • 2"', a{ = 1 with probability 1/ m, m=20 
1=0 
Figure 3-9, shows possible mutation for an individual, assumed with two Genes. 
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Figure 3-9: Effect of Mutation 
The size of the mutation step is usually difficult to choose. The optimal step size 
depends on the problem considered and may even vary during the optimization process. 
Small steps are often successful, but sometimes bigger steps are quicker. 
This mutation algorithm is able to generate most points in the hypercube defined 
by the variables of the individual and range of the mutation. However, it tests more often 
near the variable, that is, the probability of small step sizes is greater than that of bigger 
steps (see Figure 3-10). With 1/20, the mutation algorithm is able to locate the optimum 
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Figure 3-10: Probability and Size of Mutation Steps (compared to range) 
However, ZGA mutation has its other characteristics. The above mutation results 
can be seen as the nos2 in NGA mutation. Then random select a gene in the individual, 
timed with a random value in the range of [0 1], will become thenos,. Finally, times all 
the gene in the individual with a random value in the same range will become the nos3. 
However, the difference from NGA is the way to bring the offspring back to population. 
Only the best of the three will replace the worst individual of the current population. No 
more other offspring will be reinserted back to population. Simulation result can be seen 
in Chapter IV. 
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CHAPTER IV 
4 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
Computer simulation was done to show the performance of different algorithms, 
and meanwhile demonstrated ZGA deduced processes. The system identification 
configuration as shown in Figure 2-5 has been selected for experiments. The plant (or the 
unknown system) is a fixed IIR filter with its transfer function H* (z), while the adaptive 
system is an adaptive IIR filter with H(z) whose coefficients are updated by some 
learning algorithms. 
In our simulations, both same-order modeling and reduced-order modeling are 
considered. Local minima problems can be found in the reduced-order modeling, while 
the same-order modeling can be used to illustrate the fast convergent behaviour and 
global search ability of the new algorithm, ZGA. To better understand the performance of 
it, different comparison was done and shown by graphs. 
Each simulation result was obtained after averaging 30 independent experiments, 
the population size chosen was 200 [7], because normally Genitor requires large 
population sizes or multiple populations to combat the premature convergence problem 
[28]. For the same-order modeling, 5000 and 20000 generations were run for low (2nd and 
3rd) and high (7th) order IIR filters, respectively. For the reduced-order modeling, 30, 400 
and 5000 generations were run for the 2nd ,3rd and 6th order IIR filters, respectively. For 
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the crossover and mutation comparison, 800 and 3000 generations were run, respectively. 
The crossover probability was 0.7 [24], and mutation crossover was 1 / Nvar [21]. 
The transfer function of the plant is represented by: 
Q 
H\z)=^-p 4-1 
! + ! > * " ' 
i=0 
1. Same-order Modeling 
Same-order modeling is to use the same order IIR filter to identify the unknown 
plant (IIR filter). 
To avoid stability check, lattice form adaptive structures have been used. When 
the genetic algorithm is dealing with filter parameters, the Kt parameters are contained 
within the region of (-1,1). In the experiments, the C, parameter can also be bounded 
within the region of (-1,1) at the beginning, then reducing the range until satisfactory 
results are obtained. Or, in another way, keep the same region of (-1,1), but increase the 
population size, until satisfactory results are obtained. Both methods worked, while the 
former took less time than the later one. 




l-1.4z'+0.98z-g'(*)= , , ; , nl 2
 4-2 
Lattice coefficients can be found by changing the direct form of IIR filter into lattice 
form. For this 2nd lattice form, the coefficients are (see 2-2 as reference): 
w = [-0.7071,0.9800,0.2260,0.8460,0.8900] 4-3 
This can be used to figure out how well the algorithms have searched out the solution. 
This 2nd order IIR filter identification system has poles atO. 7 ± jO. 7 , which are 
close to the unit circle. Many gradient algorithms failed to identify this special case, for 
example, algorithms in [26] and [27]. 
1.1 .SGA and Genitor for 2nd Order IIR 
The Genitor algorithm gave the results illustrated as Figure 4-1 which showed the 
advantage of Genitor over the SGA for poles close to unit circle problem. Here SGA used 
roulette wheel selection and returned offspring to replace parents, while Genitor used 
stochastic universal sampling selection and returned the best offspring to replace the 
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Figure 4-1: SGA and Genitor: The 2nd Order Filter MSE (dB) Versus Generations 
The Genitor approach has much better performance than SGA, shown in the 
following data Table 4-1. Well, Genitor is not good enough yet. 
1.2.GenitorandNGA 
NGA was first used in neural network. It is a good method, so that when it was 
used for IIR filter, it showed better performance than Genitor's, shown as Figure 4-2. 
Obviously, NGA had about 10 dB MSE less than Genitor. The statistics showed that osj. 
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had been chosen at 97.154% and others only occupied less than 3%. The center point 
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Figure 4-2: Genitor and NGA: The 2nu Order Filter MSE (dB) Versus Generations 
Figure 4-2 showed the average of 30 independent runs. NGA performed well than 
Genitor. 
Summary of SGA, Genitor and NGA performance was shown as Table 4-1. 
Obviously, NGA found the exact result. 
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[0.7660, -0.9945, 0.0906, 0.8976, -0.8784] 
[-0.9668, -0.7611, -0.4828,-0.6514, 0.4211] 





However, 3.33% of the simulation results showed that Genitor occasionally 
performed better than NGA. For the single-point crossover might have produced better 
offspring than NGA. And the mutation methods of Genitor and NGA are different. To 
clarify which operator worked mainly in NGA, mutation comparison is necessary. 
1.3 .ZGA Mutation 
Figure 4-3 showed that for the 2nd order filter Genitor mutation was better than 
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Figure 4-3: Mutation comparison: Genitor and NGA Mutation: The 2nd Order Filter MSE 
(dB) Versus Generations 
7th While for the 7 order filter, NGA mutation converged faster than Genitor 
mutation, shown as Figure 4-4. So it is hard to say which mutation is better than the other. 
H\z) = 
The unknown system transfer function of the 7th order IIR filter is: 
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Figure 4-4: Mutation comparison: Genitor and NGA Mutation: The 7 Order Filter MSE 
(dB) Versus Generations 
As mutation methods were explained in Chapter III, NGA mutation actually has 
two steps: one is to calculatenos, the other is to select the best from three offspring. As is 
known that mutation brings perturbation to current population, however, according to 
2-13, &nosm is a randomly generated number such that 
parammin -os
m <Anosm < parammax -os" 4-5 
where m = l,2,...,Chrom_length, and osm is the variable on m column. Anosm has 
much larger range than the mutated quantity of MutMxx rangex delta in 3-14, that is, 
NGA mutation may have possibility to give larger mutated quantity to the current 
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population. This means NGA has possibility to bring large perturbation to the current 
population. That is the reason why it performs differently in different cases. When Anosm 
is small enough to bring not too large perturbation, the population will have better 
evolution, otherwise, it will destroy the crossover effect and make the algorithm hard to 
converge. 
But NGA has its advantage. It compares three offspring: nos, (see 2-10), 
nos2 (see 2-11) and nos3 (see 2-12), and replaces the least fitness individual in the current 
population on certain conditions. This was explained in section 4.2.2. 
ZGA mutation takes the advantages of the both above mentioned mutations. 
&noszm is the mutated quantity to change the genes of the parent chromosomes. So the 
features of the chromosomes inherited from their parents can be changed. Firstly, three 
new offspring will be generated: 
noszl=[os\os
2,...,oschr'"nJen8"'] + [0,0,-,bm •Anoszm,...,0] 4-6 
Note: only one bm = 1 others are 0, m is a randomly generated number 
nosz2 =[os
l,os2,...,oschromJeng",] + [...,bm •AHOSZ"',...,bm -AHOSZ"1,...] 4-7 
Note: some bm randomly chosen are set to be one and others are zero 
nosz3 = [os\os\...,os
ChromJeng'h] + [Anoszl,AHOSZ2 ,...,AnoszchromJens'H] 4-8 
Note: all bm = 1 




Anoszm = MutMxx range x delta 4-9 
MutMx = +/- with equal probability (+ with random value >0.5; - with <0.5) 
range = 0.5 x domain of variable 
m-\ 
delta = ^a , - • 2~' , a{ = 1 with probability 1/ m m-20 
i=0 
Secondly, the difference from NGA is the way of ZGA to bring the offspring back 
to population. When a real randomly generated number is less than the mutation 
probability, the fittest offspring among the three new offspring nosz will replace the 
chromosome with the least fitness value fs in the current population. No more other 
offspring will be reinserted back to population. As NGA mutation does, when the real 
number is larger than/?a, the least fitness chromosome will be replaced too. This 
replacement, to some degree, may bring too much perturbation to the current population. 
So better not use it. 
In this way, ZGA mutation has small mutated quantity and multiple choices to get 











Figure 4-5: Mutation comparison: Genitor, NGA and ZGA Mutation: The 2 Order Filter 
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Figure 4-6: Mutation Comparison: Genitor, NGA and ZGA Mutation: The 7 Order 
Filter MSE (dB) Versus Generations 
1.4.ZGA Crossover 
The population individual's diversity plays a very important role in genetic search. 
The more diversity among the population, the better search performance it has. So to get 
better searching performance, it depends on whether the searching method can search as 
much as possible the solution domain. Before showing how ZGA crossover works, 
comparison result of different crossovers has to be introduced. For the sake of 
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comparison, the following crossover comparison was done without mutation operator and 
with same SUS selection. 
1.4.1. Linear Crossover and NGA Crossover 
Statistics showed that among NGA os' had much higher chosen percentage than 
other three. While 2-8 (1) shows osj, is simply a center point, and this center point can be 
created by linear crossover which computed by 3-10. If a = 0.5, equation 3-10 will equal 
to os).: 
os=pl+a x (p2 - pi) = pl+0.5 x (p2 - pi) = 0.5 x (pi + p2) = os^ 4-10 
See Figure 4-7, for the 2nd order filter, linear crossover converged faster than 
NGA. Mainly because the number of coefficients was not very large, so that linear 
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Figure 4-7 Crossover Comparison: NGA Crossover and Linear Crossover: The 2nd Order 
Filter MSE (dB) Versus Generations 
But a is a random number, it may not be 0.5, especially, when the number of 
coefficients is large, for example for the 7th order filter, which has 15 coefficients. In this 
case, NGA crossover performed much better than line crossover. See Figure 4-8. 
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7th , Figure 4-8: Crossover Comparison: NGA Crossover and Linear Crossover: The 7 Order 
Filter MSE (dB) Versus Generations 
So, center point may be a better compensation for linear crossover. In fact, ZGA 
uses both center point and linear crossover to find out the candidate offspring. 
1.4.2. Intermediate Crossover, Single- / Multi-point Crossover and Discrete Crossover 
Simulation also showed that the discrete crossover converged slower than multi-
point crossover (including single-point) when Nvar was small. For example, the 21 nd 
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order IIR filter has 5 coefficients, that is Nvar = 5; and may converged faster when 
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Figure 4-9: Crossover Comparison: Discrete, Double-point and Single-point Crossover: 
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The 2na Order Filter MSE (dB) Versus Generations 
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Figure 4-10: Crossover Comparison: Discrete, Double-point and Single-point Crossover 
7th and Intermediate Crossover: The 7 Order Filter MSE (dB) Versus Generations 
Figure 4-10 also showed intermediate crossover was better than single-and multi-
point crossover and discrete crossover. As Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-8 showed that 
theoretically intermediate crossover can also have offspring created by discrete crossover, 
while this depends on how much a will be. 
Another example also showed that intermediate crossover has better performance, 
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Figure 4-11: Crossover Comparison: Discrete, Double-point and Single-point Crossover 
and Intermediate Crossover: The 3rd Order Filter MSE (dB) Versus Generations 
1.4.3. Linear Crossover with Mutation Features 
As simulation showed above, linear and intermediate crossover had better 
performance than others, while linear crossover with mutation features had even faster 
converging speed than these two methods, shown as Figure 4-12. However, its 
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converging speed decreased with the number of filter coefficients. The more coefficients 
there are, the slower this crossover will converge. 
H(z)=[-0.3+0.4/z1-0.5/z2]/[1-0.9799/z1+0.3859/z2-0.0677/z3] 
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Figure 4-12: Crossover Comparison: Linear Crossover, Intermediate Crossover and 
Linear Crossover with Mutation Features: The 3rd Order Filter MSE (dB) Versus 
Generations 
1.4.4. ZGA Crossover 
In order to take fully advantages of different crossover methods, and also 
enlightened by NGA crossover method, ZGA has 4 kinds of methods to calculate 
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offspring, then choose the best one as final crossover offspring. This final offspring will 
replace the least fitness individual in the current population, called intermediate 
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Figure 4-13: Crossover Comparison: Linear Crossover, Intermediate Crossover, Linear 
Crossover with Mutation Features and ZGA Crossover: The 3rd Order Filter MSE (dB) 
Versus Generations 
1.5.ZGA Simulation Results 
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The following will show comparison simulation results of 4 kinds of GA: SGA, 
nd >rd Genitor, NGA and ZGA, in different cases: the 2M order IIR filter, the 3ra order IIR filter 
7th 
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Figure 4-16: Comparison: SGA, Genitor, NGA and ZGA: The 7th Order Filter MSE (dB) 
Versus Generations 
2. Reduced-order Modeling 
ZGA approach has been shown in the same-order modeling. Now it will be used 
for the reduced-order modeling. 
The first case, the same 2n order IIR filter was identified by the 1st order IIR filter. 
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Figure 4-17 showed that comparison simulation results of 4 kinds of GA: SGA, Genitor 
and ZGA. Obviously, ZGA converged fastest, and Genitor, NGA and ZGA finally 





Figure 4-17: Comparison: SGA, Genitor, NGA and ZGA in Reduced-order Modeling: 
The 2nd Order Filter MSE (dB) Versus Generations 
The second case, the same 3rd order IIR filter was identified by the 2nd order IIR 
filter. Figure 4-18 showed the same converging performance as the case 1 that ZGA 
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Figure 4-18: Comparison: SGA, Genitor, NGA and ZGA in Reduced-order Modeling: 
The 3rd Order Filter MSE (dB) Versus Generations 
For even higher order, for example 6th order filter identified in reduced-order 
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Figure 4-19: Comparison: SGA, Genitor, NGA and ZGA in Reduced-order Modeling: 
The 6th Order Filter MSE (dB) Versus Generations 
3. Summary ZGA 
The thesis contribution is to bring up a new GA, ZGA, for designing digital filters. 
ZGA has improved crossover and mutation operators. And it performs well in both same-
order modeling and reduced-order modeling situations. 
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CHAPTER V 
5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The results of the simulation experiments presented in this thesis demonstrate that 
ZGA can be used to optimize the coefficients of recursive time-varying digital filters and 
it has faster converging speed than SGA, Genitor and NGA. 
By choosing to implement the adaptive filters as lattice structures the entire 
feasible coefficient space can be searched without being any risk of the coefficient set to 
be unstable. Additionally, lattice filters are known to be less sensitive to the effects of 
coefficient round-off. Since one of the major problems of recursive output-error adaptive 
filters is their potentially multimodal error surfaces, the ability of ZGA to search spaces 
of this type has a significant advantage. 
In the system identification configuration, ZGA has demonstrated its stronger 
ability to converge to the optimal filter coefficient values than others. After analysis 6 
crossover methods, ZGA takes the full advantages of center point, linear crossover, 
intermediate crossover and linear crossover with mutation features to scan the solution 
domain, and then chooses the best as final crossover offspring. At this moment, an 
intermediate population is created, which will undergo ZGA mutation. 
Mutation happens very rarely (perhaps one chance in 10000 that a given gene will 
be mutated in nature world.) While, it ensures that there is at least a small chance that all 
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parts of the search space will be visited and may introduce useful genetic material into 
the population. And it plays a key role in the evolution of globally better solutions as too 
high, or too low a value increases the time taken for convergence. ZGA mutation 
considers this point, it has very small quantity mutated value, and the best one of the 
three mutations is chosen as final mutation offspring. 
There is a common step in ZGA crossover and mutation, that is, the best offspring 
is chosen from more than one operation results. It seems time consuming, but can 
efficiently find the solution and reduce the iteration number. 
After so many simulations, recommendation or further work is brought up. 
During the simulation, the crossover probability is 0.7 and the mutation probability 
isl / Nvar. These factors were just picked up. As is known that crossover plays much 
more important role than mutation. So it may be possible to divided searching course into 
two phases: one is at the beginning, high crossover probability may work well, for the 
searching area is big, after certain iteration, GA has got some idea where the optimum 
will be, then can reduced crossover probability. Meanwhile, at the phase one, mutation 
probability can be even small; at the phase two, it can be adjusted to bigger, for near the 
optimum, mutation will work better than crossover. 
Here the thesis is focused on finding best operators to speed up the converging 
speed, instead of considering the adjustment of crossover or mutation probabilities, for 
87 
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ZGA has already showed it is faster converging ability. Therefore, adjusting probability 
can be considered as further work, or recommendation. 
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